Directions to The Anglican Centre in Rome
Palazzo Doria Pamphilj (old entrance), Piazza del Collegio Romano, 2, 00186 Rome.
Tel: 06 678 0302.

By bus from the train station Termini or the Vatican:
Bus No 64 goes between Termini Station and St Peter’s Station. It passes very close to the Anglican
Centre.
• Coming from Termini Station, stop at Piazza Venezia (just coming into the Piazza, where
the word Termini is written on your map: ask the bus driver or a passenger “Piazza
Venezia?” and they should indicate when you get off).
• Coming from St Peter’s Station, the bus will circle Piazza Venezia (which you can
recognise by the huge white Vittorio Emanuele building on one side) and stop just
about where the word Termini appears on your map.
Then, following the map and asking directions as needed, walk down Via del Corso, and turn left
into Via Lata, a short road which takes you into Piazza del Collegio Romano. Veer to the left hand
side of the piazza and half way along to Via della Gatta. See below for entry instructions.
By taxi:
Ask for Piazza del Collegio Romano, 2. The taxi will usually enter the Piazza from Via della Gatta so
if the driver does not know where No 2 is, tell him to turn right (“a destra”) into the Piazza and the
entrance to the Anglican Centre is half way along on the right hand side. See below for entry
instructions.
Some advice on using taxis within Rome: Please use only official taxis (usually white these days).
There are taxi ranks at train stations and different places in the city such as Piazza Venezia. Check
that the metre is on as you set off: the total fee appears on the metre, with a small extra charge

for baggage (1 euro per bag large enough to go in the boot). A trip from Termini or St Peter’s
should not cost more than 10 euro.
At the entrance:
You will find a very large doorway with No 2 written high on the outside wall to the right of the
door. In the daytime (except for public holidays) there will be a green gate in front of you and a
sign with directions to the new entrance of the Galleria Doria Pamphilj. In the evening the large
wooden door will be closed. Look for the small brass sign saying The Anglican Centre on the left
door underneath the bell pad: this indicates that you have successfully arrived.
Ring 07 and the bell sign and someone will guide you from there. (The Anglican Centre is on the
second floor of the Palazzo and there are two ways to reach it: via a staircase or a small lift. For
each of these you will need to ring the 07 (bell) sign once more on your way up.)
All this sounds complicated, but keep the map and instructions with you and you will not have any
trouble.

